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The role of head-induced interaural time and level differences
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Three experiments investigated the roles of interaural time differences ~ITDs! and level differences

~ILDs! in spatial unmasking in multi-source environments. In experiment 1, speech reception

thresholds ~SRTs! were measured in virtual-acoustic simulations of an anechoic environment with

three interfering sound sources of either speech or noise. The target source lay directly ahead, while

three interfering sources were ~1! all at the target’s location ~0°,0°,0°!, ~2! at locations distributed

across both hemifields ~230°,60°,90°!, ~3! at locations in the same hemifield ~30°,60°,90°!, or ~4!
co-located in one hemifield ~90°,90°,90°!. Sounds were convolved with head-related impulse

responses ~HRIRs! that were manipulated to remove individual binaural cues. Three conditions used

HRIRs with ~1! both ILDs and ITDs, ~2! only ILDs, and ~3! only ITDs. The ITD-only condition

produced the same pattern of results across spatial configurations as the combined cues, but with

smaller differences between spatial configurations. The ILD-only condition yielded similar SRTs for

the ~230°,60°,90°! and ~0°,0°,0°! configurations, as expected for best-ear listening. In experiment

2, pure-tone BMLDs were measured at third-octave frequencies against the ITD-only,

speech-shaped noise interferers of experiment 1. These BMLDs were 4–8 dB at low frequencies for

all spatial configurations. In experiment 3, SRTs were measured for speech in diotic, speech-shaped

noise. Noises were filtered to reduce the spectrum level at each frequency according to the BMLDs

measured in experiment 2. SRTs were as low or lower than those of the corresponding ITD-only

conditions from experiment 1. Thus, an explanation of speech understanding in complex listening

environments based on the combination of best-ear listening and binaural unmasking ~without

involving sound-localization! cannot be excluded. © 2004 Acoustical Society of America.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Listeners are often exposed to simultaneous sounds from

many sources. The problem of extracting a single target

voice from a competing milieu, so that it can be individually

understood, has been termed ‘‘the cocktail-party problem’’

~Cherry, 1953!. Most research on the cocktail-party problem

has concentrated on listeners’ ability to understand one voice

in the presence of one other, or against an undifferentiated

babble. In a recent study, Hawley et al. ~2004! investigated

listeners’ ability to understand speech in a complex listening

environment. They measured speech reception thresholds

~SRTs! for up to three interfering sounds of different types

and in different binaural configurations. Many, but not all,1

aspects of their results were consistent with a model of bin-

aural processing in complex listening environments that in-

cludes separate mechanisms to exploit interaural time delays

~ITDs! and interaural level differences ~ILDs!. In such a

model, the ITDs are exploited via the mechanism of binaural

unmasking, while ILDs are exploited purely by best-ear lis-

tening. Hawley et al. measured monaural thresholds as a

means of assessing best-ear listening, and subtracted these

from the thresholds for binaural listening to derive a binaural

interaction effect. The present study addresses two aspects of

Hawley et al.’s results for which the individual roles of ILDs

and ITDs were not completely clear.

First, Hawley et al. included two spatial configurations,

~30°,60°,90°! and ~90°,90°,90°!, in which three interfering

sound sources occupied the same hemifield. In one case, they

occupied different locations in that hemifield ~30°,60°,90°!,

while in the other, they occupied the same location

~90°,90°,90°!. No difference was observed between these

configurations. This aspect of the data could be interpreted as

contrary to expectation based on equalization-cancellation

~E-C! theory ~Durlach, 1963, 1972!, undermining the notion

that binaural unmasking effects are sufficient to explain the

data. E-C theory suggests that a binaural processor first at-

tempts to equalize ~through various transformations! the

sound input at the two ears and then subtracts one ear’s input

a!Electronic mail: cullingj@cf.ac.uk
b!Current address: Department of Otolaryngology, University of Maryland

Medical School, 16 S. Eutaw St., Suite 500, Baltimore, MD 21201.
c!Current address: University of Wisconsin Waisman Center, 1500 Highland
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from the other. This binaural processing only improves per-

formance when the interfering source is more intense than

the target; if the target is more intense, it is processed mon-

aurally. When the interfering source has a different ITD from

the target, the optimal equalization will compensate for the

interferer’s ITD ~since it is more intense! and the cancella-

tion stage will, in consequence, preferentially cancel the in-

terferer. For three interfering sources in different locations,

the three interferers will have different ITDs. Since the

equalization stage can only equalize a single ITD,2 one might

expect the E-C mechanism to be rather ineffective compared

to the case where the interferers share the same location and

ITD. Although the data appear not to fit this expectation,

Hawley et al.’s experiment used a combination of ILDs and

ITDs. In both the ~30°,60°,90°! and ~90°,90°,90°! configura-

tions, there was an advantageous signal-to-noise ratio at one

ear produced by the ILDs and the resulting effects of ‘‘best-

ear’’ listening may have obscured a difference between these

configurations.

Second, Hawley et al. measured higher SRTs in the

~230°,60°,90°! configuration, in which interferers were

present in both hemifields, than in the ~30°,60°,90°! configu-

ration, in which all sound sources were in the same hemi-

field. They interpreted this result as coming from a loss of

best-ear listening in the ~230°,60°,90°! configuration, but

the difference might in some way have been related to the

differences in ITDs between these configurations.

Experiment 1 in the present series of experiments there-

fore set out to clarify the contributions of these cues using

head-related impulse responses ~HRIRs! that were manipu-

lated to exclude one or other binaural cue. Experiments 2 and

3 were conducted in order to further clarify the interpreta-

tion, by analyzing the role of ITDs in each frequency band.

II. EXPERIMENT 1

A. Stimuli

The stimuli were similar to those of Hawley et al. except

that the head-related impulse responses ~HRIRs! were ma-

nipulated in the frequency domain to remove ITDs or ILDs,

and only speech and speech-shaped-noise interferers were

used. The target sentences were spoken by two male voices

~‘‘DA’’ and ‘‘CW’’! from the MIT recordings of the Harvard

Sentence lists ~Rothauser et al., 1969!. The Harvard sentence

lists are grammatically and semantically correct sentences

with otherwise relatively low predictability; an example used

in the present study ~with keywords in capitals! was ‘‘The

SMALL PUP GNAWED a HOLE in the SOCK.’’ These sen-

tences were presented against either ~1! a compound of three

other sentences from the database and spoken by the same

voice, but selected for greater length, or ~2! a compound of

three speech-shaped noises, each with the same mean long-

term spectrum as the target voice.

In order to place the sounds in different virtual locations,

they were convolved with anechoic HRIRs from the HMS III

acoustic manikin, as published in the AUDIS catalog

~Blauert et al., 1998!. The HRIRs were transformed into the

frequency domain and processed in two different ways. First,

in order to create HRIRs with no ITDs, the phase spectra of

a HRIR pair were each replaced with identical phase spectra

that linearly increased in phase with frequency ~i.e., so that

they had a zero ITD!. HRIRs were then recreated by inverse

Fourier transform. Second, in order to create HRIRs with no

ILDs, the amplitude spectra of a HRIR pair were replaced

with identical flat spectra. In conducting the latter alteration

the scaling of the impulse responses was changed. These

scale factors were therefore calculated and compensated for

during the convolution process in order to reproduce the

original rms.

Speech and speech-shaped-noise interferers were each

convolved with the original HRIR and also with each of the

manipulated HRIRs in order to produce stereo stimuli with

both ILDs and ITDs, ILDs only, or ITDs only. These stimuli

were then mixed to give interferers whose component sounds

were distributed in virtual space3 using the desired cues. The

locations in virtual space were, as in Hawley et al.’s three-

interferer conditions, all in front ~0°,0°,0°!, distributed in

both hemifields ~230°,60°,90°!, distributed in one hemifield

~30°,60°,90°!, or concentrated on one lateral location

~90°,90°,90°!.
With 3 sets of binaural cues 34 spatial configurations

there were 12 different interferer conditions. For the speech-

interferer conditions, four versions of each interferer condi-

tion were created, two for each voice ~‘‘DA’’ and ‘‘CW’’!
using different sentence sets. There were, therefore, 2

voices 32 sentence sets 312 interferer conditions 548 inter-

fering speech stimuli. An additional four interfering speech

stimuli, one in each spatial configuration, were created for

use in practice runs using both ILDs ands ITDs and voice

‘‘DA.’’ For the speech-shaped-noise conditions, there were 2

voice-spectra 312 interferer conditions 524 interfering noise

stimuli. In this case, the interferers with both ILDs and ITDs

were also used in the practice.

The target sentences were also convolved with manipu-

lated HRIRs, so that they possessed the same type or com-

bination of binaural cues as the interferers against which they

were to be presented ~ITD, ILD or ITD1ILD!. However, the

targets were always convolved with HRIRs for directly in

front ~0°!, so the binaural cues would be minimal. Ten target

sentences were required for each SRT measurement. The tar-

get stimuli were created from 120 sources sentences in order

to cover the 12 conditions, 60 from each voice. Once con-

volved with the 3 different HRIRs, there were 360. An addi-

tional 40 target stimuli were generated using voice ‘‘DA’’ for

use in the practice stimuli.

B. Subjects

Thirty-six listeners with no reported hearing problems

and English as a first language were recruited from among

Cardiff University students in return for course credit.

C. Procedure

Each listener attended a single 2-h experimental session.

For each listener, 16 SRTs were measured in all. The first 4

SRTs were a practice. The remaining 12 experimental SRTs

covered each of the four spatial configurations using each of

the three combinations of binaural cues. Twenty-four listen-
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ers participated in the speech-interferer condition. Twelve

listeners participated in the speech-shaped-noise condition.

For the speech interferer conditions, the interfering

voice was the same as the target voice. Whether the interferer

was the same voice, or a speech-shaped noise derived from

that voice, each participant received 6 of the 12 conditions

with a given target/interfering voice and 6 with the other.

Each participant was paired with another who received the

reciprocal allocation of voices to conditions, and experimen-

tal materials were rotated such that a given set of target sen-

tences was heard by each listener in a different binaural con-

dition.

Sounds were attenuated and mixed using a Tucker-Davis

Technologies AP2 array processor and then presented to lis-

teners via TDT System II hardware ~DD1, FT6, PA4, HB6!
and Sennheiser HD414 headphones in a single-walled IAC

sound-attenuating chamber located in a sound-treated room.

The listener made responses via a computer terminal, whose

keyboard was placed within the booth and whose screen was

visible through the booth window.

SRTs were measured using the method originally de-

scribed by Culling and Colburn ~2000! and based upon that

of Plomp ~1986!. The listeners were instructed that the target

sentence would initially be quieter than the interferers and

that it would be heard from in front. The same interfering

complex of three sounds was presented throughout a given

SRT measurement at approximately 53 dB~A!. In each run,

the listener was informed using the computer terminal’s

screen of the transcripts of the interfering sentences. Initially,

the first target sentence was presented against this interferer,

both sentences beginning simultaneously, at a very adverse

SNR, and the listener pressed the ‘‘return’’ key on the key-

board. The stimulus was repeated, each time at a 4-dB more

favorable SNR until the listener judged that half the words of

the targets sentence were audible. The listener then entered a

transcript. When the listener’s transcript was complete, the

actual transcript was also displayed on the screen with five

keywords in capitals. The listener self-marked his or her

transcript and progressed to the next target sentence. The

remaining nine sentences were presented at different SNRs

according to a 1-up/1-down adaptive threshold algorithm,

which increased SNR by 2 dB if fewer then three keywords

were correctly transcribed and otherwise decreased SNR by

2 dB. The last eight SNRs derived in this way were averaged

to yield a threshold value. The entire transaction was logged

and displayed on the experimenter’s computer monitor to

ensure compliance with the instructions.

D. Results

The results of experiment 1 are shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

Figure 1 shows the data for speech interferers, and Fig. 2 the

data for speech-shaped-noise interferers. A three-way, mixed

analysis of variance was conducted with the two types of

interferer ~speech and speech-shaped-noise! as a between-

subject factor and the three sets of binaural cues ~ILD1ITD,

ILD-only, and ITD-only! and the four spatial configurations,

~0°,0°,0°!, ~230°,60°,90°!, ~30°,60°,90°!, and ~90°,90°,90°!
as within-subjects factors. The patterns of data on these two

figures are similar across both the available binaural cues and

the spatial configurations. SRTs were significantly lower for

speech than for speech shaped noise @F(1,34)557,

p,0.0001# . As in Hawley et al.’s results, the effects of dif-

ferent spatial configurations were smaller in magnitude for

speech-shaped-noise interferers than for speech interferers.

This effect was reflected by a significant interaction between

interferer type and spatial configuration @F(1,102)513.8,

p,0.0001# .

FIG. 1. Results of experiment 1 using speech interfer-

ers. Each panel shows speech reception thresholds for

the four virtual listening situations for one combination

of binaural cues ~filled symbols!. Error bars are one

standard error of the mean. The leftmost panel also

shows predicted thresholds based on Bronkhorst’s

~2000! formula ~open symbols!.

FIG. 2. As in Fig. 1, but for speech-shaped-noise inter-

ferers.
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There was a significant effect of the available binaural

cues @F(1,68)522.3, p,0.0001# , reflecting the fact that

listeners derived more advantage from spatial separations be-

tween the target and interfering sources when both binaural

cues were available than when either was available in isola-

tion. Tukey pairwise comparisons showed that both binaural

cues in combination ~ILD1ITD! produced significantly

lower SRTs than the ILD-only condition (q510.4,

p,0.001) and the ITD-only condition (q57.13,

p,0.001), but that the ILD-only and ITD-only conditions

did not differ significantly.

There was a significant effect of spatial configuration

@F(1,102)5156, p,0.0001# and the effect of the available

binaural cues depended upon the spatial configuration

@F(1,6)57.6, p,0.0001# . There were significant differ-

ences between the different cue combinations in the

~230°,60°,90°!, ~30°,60°,90°!, and ~90°,90°,90°! configura-

tions @in each case, F(1,2).20, p,0.0001], but not in the

~0°,0°,0°! configuration. The interaction was interrogated

further using Tukey pairwise comparisons, which confirmed

that there were no significant differences between effects of

different binaural cues in the ~0°,0°,0°! configuration, but

showed further that the binaural advantage produced by the

other spatial configurations displayed a different pattern

across configuration. In the ITD1ILD and ITD-only con-

figurations, all spatial configurations differed significantly

from each other except the ~30°,60°,90°! and ~90°,90°,90°!
configurations (p,0.01), whereas in the ILD-only condition

the ~0°,0°,0°! and ~230°,60°,90°! configurations did not dif-

fer either (p.0.05). In other words, in the ILD1ITD and

ITD-only conditions, all forms of spatial separation between

target and interferer produced a spatial advantage, but, in

the ILD-only condition, this advantage did not occur

when the interferers were distributed to both hemifields

~230°, 60°, 90°, configuration!. The interaction between in-

terferer type and binaural cues and the three-way interaction

were both nonsignificant.

E. Discussion

1. The combination of ILDs and ITDs

The results obtained for the combination of ILDs and

ITDs seem to be in agreement with previous studies.

Bronkhorst ~2000! derived a descriptive expression from

several sets of published data ~Bronkhorst and Plomp, 1992;

Plomp and Mimpen, 1981; Peissig and Kollmeier, 1997!,
which allows us to predict binaural intelligibility level differ-

ences ~BILDs! for SRTs measured against multiple speech

interferers. In his expression, masking release, R, is predicted

for a frontal target source for N interferers with azimuths, u i ,

as follows:

R5FaS 12

1

N (
i50

N

cos u iD 1b
1

N
U(

i50

N

sin u iUG . ~1!

The parameters a and b are constants, derived by

Bronkhorst in a regression analysis. Their values ~1.38 and

8.02! have not been altered to accommodate the present data

set. Values of R produced by the formula were used to derive

predicted differences between the measured ~0°,0°,0°! data

and the other three configurations. Figure 1 shows predic-

tions based on his formula and parameters with open sym-

bols. The fit appears to be quite good. The formula predicts

that there is a substantial masking release in the

~230°,60°,90°! and ~30°,60°,90°! configurations, although

not quite as large as that observed in the experiment. In the

equation, the cosine term evaluates the average angular dis-

parity between the target and each of the interferers, while

the sine term makes a symmetry-dependent contribution,

which is lower when the arrangement is more symmetrical. It

is the latter term, therefore, that introduces a difference be-

tween the predictions for ~230°,60°,90°! and ~30°,60°,90°!,
while the former term introduces a difference between

~30°,60°,90°! and ~90°,90°,90°!. It is also worth noting that

there is nothing in this formula that would reduce predicted

thresholds directly as a result of interferers having different

locations and therefore different ITDs.

2. Effect of ITDs alone

Eliminating ILDs from the stimuli produced an effect of

spatial configuration that was reduced in magnitude ~Figs. 1

and 2, rightmost panels!, but similar in form to that of the

combination of ILDs and ITDs ~leftmost panels!. These re-

sults show that the binaural system is able to exploit ITDs

not only when a single interferer is present ~Bronkhorst and

Plomp, 1992!, but also when multiple interferers have mul-

tiple sources. At first sight, the result seems inconsistent with

Durlach’s ~1963, 1972! E-C model, since the cancellation

mechanism can only apply a single delay and cancel opera-

tion; in the current experiment one would expect this mecha-

nism to eliminate only one of the three spatially distributed

interferers and produce a rather small binaural advantage. In

order to assess whether this interpretation is justified we

evaluated this listening situation using a conceptual approach

developed by Levitt and Rabiner ~1967!.
Levitt and Rabiner showed that it was possible to predict

the effect of interaural temporal disparities in the BILD by

assuming that the binaural advantage produced in each fre-

quency band by the temporal differences is equivalent to an

increase in SNR of the same magnitude. They divided the

frequency spectrum into third-octave bands and used an ex-

pression for the size of the pure-tone BMLD at each center

frequency to give the effective improvement in SNR for that

band. They then used AI theory ~Fletcher and Galt, 1950;

Kryter, 1962! to predict improvement in speech recognition.

It is not straightforward to use Levitt and Rabiner’s

~1967! method to predict the BILD produced by ITDs for

multiple interfering sources of the present experiment di-

rectly from the stimulus configuration. Experiments 2 and 3

therefore assessed empirically whether it is reasonable to

suppose that the observed pattern of data can be predicted by

improvements in this ‘‘effective’’ SNR in each frequency

band. Further discussion of the effects of ITDs is deferred

until after these experiments are described.

3. Effect of ILDs alone

The results of the ILDs-only condition are quite striking,

in that they indicate quite clearly that listeners’ use of ILDs
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is overwhelmingly dominated by best-ear listening. The con-

clusion is mainly based upon the fact that SRTs were the

same in the ~230°,60°,90°! configuration, where the interfer-

ing sources were spatially separated, as in the ~0°,0°,0°! con-

figuration, where they were coincident with the target source.

This result is in marked contrast to what one would expect if

listeners were using ILD as a sound-localization cue and at-

tending to sound coming from directly in front. If that were

so, one would expect that the ~230°,60°,90°! configuration

would show some advantage over the ~0°,0°,0°! configura-

tion. This result is entirely consistent with best-ear listening,

because in the ~230°,60°,90°! configuration interfering

sources are located on both sides of the head, so that neither

ear is shadowed from all the interferers by the head.

In addition, if listeners were attending to a particular

location, one would also expect there to be little difference

between the ~230°,60°,90°! and ~30°,60°,90°! configura-

tions, since in each case there are interfering sounds 30°, 60°,

and 90° from the target source. In fact, there is a difference

of about 4 dB between these configurations. Again, this re-

sult is entirely consistent with best-ear listening, because in

the ~30°,60°,90°! configuration, all three interfering sources

are in the same hemifield leaving one ear in an acoustic

shadow, while in the ~230°,60°,90°! configuration, neither

ear is shadowed from all the interferers.

4. Effects of interferer type

Several recent studies have observed that spatial un-

masking is greater for multiple speech interferers than for

noise interferers ~Peissig and Kollmeier, 1997; Noble and

Perret, 2002; Hawley et al., 2004!. This effect was also ob-

served for reversed-speech interferers ~Hawley et al., 2004!.
Comparing across Figs. 1 and 2, the present results replicate

this effect. It is not obvious how these results can be inter-

preted in terms of simple binaural processing strategies. One

possibility is that, for speech interferers, there is an addi-

tional effect of informational masking which makes the

threshold particularly high in the ~0°,0°,0°! configuration. A

more detailed evaluation of the possible role of informational

masking is presented in Hawley et al. ~2004!.

III. EXPERIMENT 2

Levitt and Rabiner ~1967! showed that the effects of

ITDs in the BILD can be predicted from pure-tone masking

release data by ~1! assuming that the effect of a given bin-

aural configuration is, effectively, to reduce the spectrum

level of the noise in accordance with magnitude of the pure-

tone BMLD at each frequency, and ~2! predicting intelligi-

bility in the effective noise level using the articulation index

~Kryter, 1962!. In order to apply this model to the current

data set, we first measured pure-tone BMLDs for the ITD-

only, speech-shaped-noise maskers from experiment 1.

A. Method

Masked detection thresholds were measured for pure

tones at 15 frequencies in 1
3-oct intervals between 200 and

5080 Hz. The maskers were the ITD-only, speech-shaped-

noise maskers employed in experiment 1. Four listeners each

produced 120 thresholds ~4 spatial configurations 315

frequencies 32 interfering voices!. Recall that speech-shaped

noises were modeled on two different voices. Thresholds

were measured in 2I-FC, 2-down/1-up adaptive-threshold

procedure with trial-by-trial feedback. The last 12 of 20 re-

versals contributed to each mean threshold. BMLDs for the

~230°,60°,90°!, ~30°,60°,90°!, and ~90°,90°,90°! configura-

tions was determined by subtracting the equivalent thresh-

olds in the ~0°,0°,0°! configuration.

B. Results

Eight of the 480 thresholds were rejected because they

differed by more than 10 dB from the mean for frequency

and spatial configuration. The remaining results, averaged

across the four listeners, are plotted in the upper panel of

Fig. 3. It is evident that all three spatial configurations

produce a BMLD relative to the ~0°,0°,0°! configuration

at low frequencies; the differences in ITD between the

three maskers in the ~230°,60°,90°! and ~30°,60°,90°! con-

figurations do not abolish masking release, although they

do reduce it at some frequencies compared to the

~90°,90°,90°! configuration. Masking release is smaller in

magnitude in the ~230°,60°,90°! configuration than in the

other two up to 400 Hz. From 504 Hz upwards, the release is

larger in magnitude in the ~90°,90°,90°! configuration than in

the other two. From 1600 Hz upwards there was no masking

release.

FIG. 3. Upper panel: pure-tone BMLDs for So tones measured at third-

octave frequencies between 200 and 5008 Hz against three speech-shaped-

noise interferer complexes with ITDs only. Error bars are one standard error

of the mean. Lower panel: mean predictions for the same three conditions

from E-C theory, implemented using Eq. ~2! as well as for predicted thresh-

olds in uncorrelated noise and for NoSp. Error bars are one standard devia-

tion.
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C. Discussion

Experiment 2 shows that the BMLD is a surprisingly

robust effect in the ~230°,60°,90°! and ~30°,60°,90°! con-

figurations, where the interferers come from different direc-

tions. It is noteworthy that this was also the case in the

~230°,60°,90°!, where the range of interferer ITDs encom-

passes that of the target. These results can be better under-

stood with reference to the interaural statistics of the com-

bined interference stimuli. Figure 4 shows cross-

correlograms and channel-by-channel coherence

measurements for the ~230°,60°,90°!, ~30°,60°,90°!, and

~90°,90°,90°! interference stimuli ~ITD-only, speech-shaped

noise!. The cross-correlograms on the left-hand panels show

the modulation of Pearson’s r with interaural time delay at

third-octave frequencies between 200 and 5000 Hz. The

right-hand panels show the coherence ~the maximum of the

cross-correlation function! at the same frequencies. The error

bars on the right-hand panels show the standard deviation of

the coherence across a series of 100-ms temporal windows.

The coherence values give some indication of the potential

for binaural unmasking at each frequency.

The E-C model suggests that the binaural system detects

a signal through the size of the residue after cancellation, but

if the masker is incoherent, the masker will not cancel prop-

erly and will also be present in this residue. Detection will,

therefore, be best with a coherent masker, but a second con-

dition must also be met for binaural unmasking to be effec-

tive. In order to avoid being cancelled with the masker, the

interaural phase of the signal must differ from that of the

masker at the frequency in question. Durlach and Colburn

~1978! pointed out that to a first approximation the pure-tone

BMLD is dependent upon the phase difference between sig-

nal and masker. In principle, therefore, one can generate an

approximate E-C prediction4 for the BMLD at any fre-

quency, v, from the coherence, r, of the masker at that fre-

quency and the phase difference (fs2fm), between the sig-

nal and the masker at its maximum in the cross-correlation

function.

Durlach ~2003! has provided an expression that allows

us to predict from E-C theory the binaural advantage, BMLD

~in dB!, from v, c, and (fs2fm):

BMLD5

10 log10F 11se
2
2cos~v~fs2fm!!exp~2vs

2sd
2!

c~11se
2
2exp~2vs

2sd
2!!1~12c !~11se

2!
G .

~2!

In this formula, c is the proportion of noise that is com-

mon at both ears. It can be related to r using Eq. ~3!. sd and

se are taken from Durlach ~1972! and have the fixed values

of 0.000 105 and 0.25, respectively. Phase and frequency are

in radians and radians/second:

c5

Ar

Ar1A12r
. ~3!

The lower panel of Fig. 3 shows predictions that are

based on these formulae combined with coherence and phase

difference values measured from each type of ITD-only,

speech-shaped-noise stimulus.5 The plotted curves take ac-

count of Durlach’s ~1963! assumption that listeners’ thresh-

olds are never below their monaural thresholds, so where the

formula returns a negative BMLD, the value has been set to

zero. The predictions from E-C theory are broadly consistent

with the observed thresholds in the upper panel of Fig. 3,

although there is a marked deviation at low frequencies for

the ~230°,60°,90°! condition. Also plotted is the theoretical

prediction for uncorrelated noise, derived by setting r to zero

and (fs2fm) to p in Eq. ~2! and for NoSp. Comparing this

curve with the others demonstrates that the ~230°,60°,90°!
and ~30°,60°,90°! maskers are not equivalent to uncorrelated

noise from the standpoint of E-C theory. Clearly, E-C theory

can predict a robust BMLD for multiple, spatially distributed

interferers and more so than one might expect on the basis of

being able to cancel just one of them. We set out below an

explanation of how the E-C mechanism handles these mul-

tiple interfering sources.

In the ~90°,90°,90°! configuration, Fig. 4 shows that the

coherence is high at all frequencies. The target speech signal

is not, however, out of phase with the complex of interferers

at all frequencies. The phase of the target is always zero. The

phase of the complex of interferers can be seen in the left

panel in Fig. 4 from its cross-correlation function. At 504 Hz

FIG. 4. The left-hand panels show a series of cross-correlations of corre-

sponding left- and right-hand frequency channels from a gamma-tone filter-

bank ~Patterson et al., 1987, 1988! at third-octave frequencies between 200

and 5008 Hz within a 100-ms exponentially tapering temporal window.

Separate panels show such cross-correlograms for the ~230°,60°,90°!,
~30°,60°,90°!, and ~90°,90°,90°! interferers ~ITD-only, speech-shaped

noise!. The right-hand panels show the corresponding coherence ~the maxi-

mum value of the cross-correlation function! averaged over a series of ap-

proximately 100-ms analysis windows. The duration and shape of these

windows was measured by Culling and Summerfield ~1998!. Error bars are

one standard deviation of this mean across the series of windows.
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the masker cross-correlation has a trough near zero ITD, in-

dicating a phase difference of p radius between masker and

signal, so a maximal masking release will occur at this fre-

quency @i.e., the ~90°,90°,90°! threshold is close to the NoSp
threshold#. However, at all other frequencies the phase dif-

ference is smaller. Whenever target and masker differ in ITD,

there will always be frequencies at which the phase differ-

ence is less than p ~or even zero!. It is for this reason that

different ITDs are never as effective in producing large

BILDs as the NoSp condition ~e.g., Schubert, 1956!, for

which signal and masker are out of phase at all frequencies.

In the ~30°,60°,90°! configuration, the coherence of the

masker is lower at high frequencies than in the ~90°,90°,90°!
configuration, but is similar up to about 500 Hz where the

pure-tone thresholds for these two configurations diverge

~Fig. 3!. E-C theory predicts some difference between

~30°,60°,90°! and ~90°,90°,90°! below 500 Hz, but not a very

large one ~;2 dB!.
In the ~230°,60°,90°! configuration, there are few fre-

quencies that show high coherence, reflected by the consis-

tently small BMLD in Fig. 3. Predictions and observations

show some similar features as a function of frequency. It is

noteworthy, however, that both the observed and the pre-

dicted BMLDs tend to be above those predicted for uncorre-

lated noise.

IV. EXPERIMENT 3

Although Levitt and Rabiner ~1967! used the articulation

index to predict the BILD, we decided to employ an empiri-

cal approach by adopting their assumption that the effective

spectrum level of the masker is reduced by its interaural

configuration with respect to the signal. Culling and Sum-

merfield ~1995! postulated that, in the binaural system, each

frequency band operates independently, such that the un-

masking in each individual frequency band is unaffected by

across-frequency differences in interaural configuration ~note

that peaks in cross-correlation functions in Fig. 4 do not all

occur at the same delay!. Here we combine these ideas to

predict that the effective improvement in SNR at each fre-

quency can be measured from pure tone BMLDs ~like those

from in experiment 2! without regard to the differences in

equalization parameters required in different frequency chan-

nels. The size of the pure-tone BMLD predicts the effective

reduction in the masker level. Therefore, an equivalent re-

duction in the actual level of the masker should yield the

same thresholds. Experiment 3 tests this prediction.

A. Stimuli

The ~0°,0°,0°! speech-shaped noise maskers were fil-

tered in the frequency domain in order to attenuate each fre-

quency by the magnitude of measured pure-tone BMLD at

that frequency from experiment 2. BMLD was linearly inter-

polated between the frequencies measured in experiment 2.

Attenuated stimuli of this sort were created to simulate the

masking release of the ~230°,60°,90°!, ~30°,60°,90°!, and

~90°,90°,90°! configurations. SRTs were then measured in

seven conditions using diotic target speech as in experiment

1. Four of these conditions were replications of the four ITD-

only conditions from experiment 1. In addition, there were

simulations of the ~230°,60°,90°!, ~30°,60°,90°!, and

~90°,90°,90°! configurations based on the filtered copies of

the ~0°,0°,0°! masker.

B. Procedure

Fourteen listeners each took part in a single 2-h session.

During these sessions they completed a total 16 SRTs. The

first two were practice runs, similar to those of experiment 1

and the following 14 were two SRTs in each of the seven

conditions. As in experiment 1, the sentence materials were

rotated round the different conditions from one participant to

the next.

C. Results

The results are plotted in Fig. 5. Thresholds from the

simulation condition were similar to, or lower than, those for

the ITD-only condition. The results were analyzed using

a 233 analysis of variance. This analysis covered the

ITD-only versus simulation conditions and the three

spatial configurations, ~230°,60°,90°!, ~30°,60°,90°!, and

~90°,90°,90°!, that confer binaural advantage. The ~0°,0°,0°!
configuration could not be accommodated within this facto-

rial analysis, since it was not replicated for the ITD-only and

simulation conditions. The analysis revealed significant main

effects of spatial configuration @F(2,26)511.9,p,0.0005#
and ITD-only versus simulation @F(1,13)57.8,p,0.02# .

There was also a significant interaction between the two

@F(2,26)53.6,p,0.05# .

The interaction was interrogated using simple main ef-

fects: the simulation condition produced significantly lower

thresholds than ITD-only condition in the ~90°,90°,90°! con-

figuration @F(1)517.7,p,0.005# , but did not differ signifi-

cantly in the ~230°,60°,90°! and ~30°,60°,90°! configura-

tions.

D. Discussion

A significant difference was observed between the ITD-

only and the simulation conditions only in the ~90°,90°,90°!
configuration. This result is therefore partially consistent

FIG. 5. Replicated SRTs for ITD-only stimuli ~filled symbols! and SRTs for

stimuli that simulate effects of the ~230°,60°,90°!, ~30°,60°,90°!, and

~90°,90°,90°! spatial configurations ~open symbols!. Simulation was

achieved by filtering the ~0°,0°,0°! interferers, so that each frequency is

attenuated in accordance with the measured pure-tone BMLDs ~see Fig. 3!.
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with Levitt and Rabiner’s contention that the BILD results

from an effective attenuation of the masker’s spectrum in

line with the pure-tone masking release at each frequency. If

we assume that the pure-tone masking release reflects the

action of an E-C mechanism, then such a mechanism can

also explain the observed BILDs in the ~230°,60°,90°! and

~30°,60°,90°! configurations.

The right-hand panels of Fig. 4 show a further notewor-

thy effect. The standard deviations of the coherence measure-

ments are much larger in the ~230°,60°,90°! and

~30°,60°,90°! configurations than in the ~90°,90°,90°! con-

figuration. In order to understand speech in noise, one would

expect that the binaural system would need to extract infor-

mation about the modulation of the residue from cancellation

over time in each frequency channel. This modulation in this

residue would mirror modulations in coherence of the signal

1masker ~Culling and Colburn, 2000!. Figure 4 shows that

in the ~230°,60°,90°! and ~30°,60°,90°! configurations,

where several maskers occupy different spatial positions,

there is considerable modulation in coherence across time in

the interferer complex itself. One might expect that this

coherence-modulation noise would provide an additional

source of high thresholds in the ~230°,60°,90°! and

~30°,60°,90°! configurations. However, it appears on current

evidence that consideration of this ‘‘noise’’ is not necessary

to predict the observed performance.

The failure of experiment 3 to produce similar thresh-

olds for the simulated effect of binaural unmasking to the

ITD-only condition in the ~90°,90°,90°! configuration is an

outstanding puzzle. The main purpose of the experiment was

to test whether the ~230°,60°,90°! and ~30°,60°,90°! con-

figurations could be simulated in this way, since it was dif-

ficult without a more detailed examination to see how an E-C

mechanism would deal with these maskers. However, it is

the ~90°,90°,90°! configuration that was not well simulated

by filtering the ~0°,0°,0°! interferer. Levitt and Rabiner’s as-

sumption therefore appears to predict better performance for

ITD-only stimuli than was observed. While we are not cur-

rently able to explain this result, it does, at least, help to

refocus our inquiry into the lack of difference between

~30°,60°,90°! and ~90°,90°,90°!. This lack of difference has

been a consistent feature of all the experiments in this series.

The current results suggest that, consistent with E-C theory,

the ~90°,90°,90°! configuration should be better than the

~30°,60°,90°! configuration; the pure tone thresholds are

lower and the simulation based on these thresholds did yield

lower SRTs in ~90°,90°,90°! than in ~30°,60°,90°! ~albeit

nonsignificantly!. It remains to find out why listeners seem to

underperform ~compared to the prediction! in the

~90°,90°,90°! configuration.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Previous research has mostly examined the effect of one

masking sound on speech intelligibility in noise. The present

study and that of Hawley et al. ~2004! have extended this

research to cover the effects of multiple independent inter-

fering sounds in common or distributed locations. The find-

ings suggest that existing and well-documented mechanisms,

best ear listening and binaural unmasking, are largely suffi-

cient to explain performance in these circumstances. Two

findings argue against a significant role for sound localiza-

tion.

First, in experiment 1, SRTs in the ILD-only condition

were lower only when the interfering sources were in one

hemifield, allowing the contralateral ear an advantageous

signal-to-noise ratio. If listeners used binaural cues to attend

to the locations of target sources, one would expect improved

intelligibility when the interfering sources were separate

from the target source regardless of the effect at an indi-

vidual ear. This result was observed for both speech and

speech-shaped noise interferers.

Second, at least for the case of a speech-shaped noise, a

combination of binaural unmasking and best-ear listening ap-

pear sufficient to explain listeners’ performance with mul-

tiple, spatially separated interferers. Although one might ex-

pect both the BMLD and the BILD to be very poor for three

spatially distributed interferers, we found that this intuition is

neither predicted by conventional theories of binaural un-

masking, nor observed experimentally. Experiment 1 found

that, using ITDs alone, listeners were able to produce a spa-

tial unmasking effect for spatially distributed interferers of

both the speech and speech-shaped-noise types. Experiment

2 showed that the BMLD is quite robust to spatial distribu-

tion of speech-shaped noise interferers and E-C theory pre-

dicted the BMLD for these interferer complexes with reason-

able accuracy. Experiment 3 showed that the BILD in the

ITD-only condition was equal to or less than the effect of

reducing the spectrum noise level at each frequency in ac-

cord with the size of the pure-tone BMLD at that frequency.

Given that the pure-tone BMLDs were broadly predictable

from E-C theory, such a mechanism ~operating indepen-

dently in each frequency channel! appears sufficient to ex-

plain the intelligibility data for these configurations.

Thus, simple binaural processing strategies, such as

channel-independent equalization-cancellation, are quite ro-

bust in complex listening situations and can explain the data

for speech-shaped-noise interferers quite adequately. How-

ever, larger effects of spatial unmasking are observed when

multiple speech or reversed speech interferers are used

~Hawley et al., 2004!. The pattern of thresholds is very simi-

lar, but the effects are larger. It is not obvious how these data

can be explained by simple binaural processing strategies,

but it is apparent from the present experiment that ILDs and

ITDs make independent contributions to the spatial unmask-

ing for speech, just as they do for speech-shaped-noise. The

same arguments against a role for sound localization can

therefore be applied.
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1The exceptional effect was an interaction between voicing of the interfering

sounds and spatial distribution. If the interferers were speech or reversed

speech, then the advantage of spatial separation attributable to binaural

interaction was about twice as great as when the interferers were speech-

shaped noise or speech-modulated, speech-shaped noise.
2The E-C model can also compensate for interaural differences in level. In

this article, the time- and level-equalization processes will, until Sec. III C,
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be assumed to operate efficiently, leaving the multiplicity of interfering

sources at different ITDs as the main factor limiting performance. ILDs

will mainly be considered for their effect on monaural performance at the

ear with the most favorable signal-to-noise ratio.
3Although the stimuli contained realistic ILDs and ITDs for external virtual

locations, the stimuli tended to be perceived as within the head, even when

the full set of binaural cues was included.
4This application of E-C theory is only approximate because it assumes that

the stimulus is composed of one noise that is identical at the two ears

except for some interaural time delay and two that are independent and

applied to different ears. The stimulus is not constructed that way, but by

adding together three noises with different interaural time delays. The ap-

proximation relies on the assumption that within a given frequency channel,

there is no effective difference between these two constructions, provided

that the resulting coherence and time delay are identical. The advantage of

making the approximation is that the same formula can be applied to prac-

tically any stimulus configuration.
5Interaural phase and coherence of the masker complex at each frequency

were measured from the output of a gammatone filterbank using a cross-

correlation with a 100-ms window. The phase of the target was always zero.

Twenty samples were taken at 100-ms intervals and BMLDs calculated

separately for each sample.
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